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21.06 OBJECTIVES, STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS

21.06-1 Residential Growth Areas

Objective:

To plan for a diverse series of residential communities that have a unique identity and
sense of place, cater to all segments of the housing market and respect and
incorporate local environmental and cultural features.

The City of Whittlesea can expect to attract continued urban growth well into the next
century in accordance with the City’s status as a preferred growth area of metropolitan
significance.

The City of Whittlesea will reaffirm this status by endeavouring to return to the annual lot
release statistics associated with the peak lot production periods of the late 1980’s.  To
achieve this, the City will support the establishment of a series of complementary growth
fronts to increase the level of competition and to bring renewed interest generally.  To
ensure there is ‘healthy’ but not an inappropriate level of direct competition, the City has
developed a strategic approach to the allocation and differentiation of growth opportunities,
which focuses on the Plenty Valley and Epping North.

The rationale for the allocation of growth opportunities for residential development has
arisen from the strategic framework established by the Plenty Valley Strategic Plan,
Whittlesea General Plan and an analysis of the Whittlesea housing sub–markets.

In addition to catering for growth generated via movement within the City, the City of
Whittlesea has considered its position within the context of the wider northern region.  A
notable issue in relation to growth prospects in the wider northern region is the imbalance
between the ability to accommodate growth to the north–west and north–east of Melbourne.
The north-western region is well catered for within the adjoining City of Hume, however
demand arising from areas to the north east of Melbourne cannot be accommodated in the
adjoining Shire of Nillumbik due to a ‘no growth’ policy.

The City of Whittlesea is well placed to accommodate this growth due to its proximity to
the north-eastern region and greater Melbourne generally and a perceived affinity of
residents of these areas to the landscape qualities of the Plenty Valley.

These factors have in essence shaped the allocation of growth opportunities and will
consolidate the future role of the City of Whittlesea within the local and metropolitan
context.

Growth will be channeled into designated areas according to a residential growth area
framework plan which focuses on the Plenty Valley and which supports the prospect of
urban growth within Epping North.  The rationale for the strategic allocation of growth
opportunities is represented in the following figure.
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Figure 14 Growth Areas and Pressures

In the short term the bulk of the growth will be directed into South Morang and the
Laurimar Park Estate in Mernda/Doreen with a minimal amount of incremental growth
occurring within the Whittlesea Township.  Growth within the Township of Whittlesea will
consolidate the role of the township as a rural service centre but will be limited to ensure
the rural character and scale of development is preserved.

Investigations as to the suitability of urban growth occurring within the Epping North area
will continue with the possibility of short to medium term growth occurring within the first
stage of development subject to a comprehensive strategic planning process.  Development
in the wider Epping North area, beyond stage one, offers the opportunity to establish a
complementary long-term growth prospect in conjunction with the balance of the
Mernda/Doreen growth area.

To differentiate growth opportunities and to ensure that there is diversity at the municipal
level the City will implement a range of development densities and styles of development
as summarised in the following table (refer table 2)
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Table 2 Growth Area Summary

Growth
Opportunity

Density and Style of Development Capacity and Development
Life

Intended Housing Market Status

South
Morang

Range of development densities with a target density across the entire area of 15 lots per hectare.
Comprehensive permeable style of development which emphasises; subdivision design, provision of
public transport and local services, retention of local features such as Red Gums and access to
appropriate open space areas.

Maximum capacity of 25,000 persons
over a development life of
approximately 15 years from
commencement.

Predominantly first home buyers
however emphasis will be placed upon
the provision of a range of allotment
sizes and housing opportunities such as
clustered development within close
proximity to public transport and other
facilities and larger allotments in
environmentally sensitive areas.

Next dedicated growth front.

Currently zoned for urban development.

Local Structure Plan approved.

Development anticipated to commence
next 1-3 years.

Mernda /
Doreen
(excluding
Laurimar
Park)

Range of development densities with a target density across the entire area of approximately 8 lots per
hectare. Comprehensive, permeable lower density style of development which emphasises; subdivision
design, interface with surrounding rural areas, retention of local features, provision of public transport
and local services and access to interconnected open space.

Maximum capacity of approximately
30,000 persons (excluding Laurimar
Park).

Development life subject to the
preparation of an appropriate Local
Structure Plan(s).

Predominantly second and third home
buyers however emphasis will be placed
upon a range of allotment sizes and
housing styles.

Currently zoned for urban development.

Awaiting resolution of major servicing
issues and preparation of an appropriate
Local Structure Plan(s).

Laurimar
Park

Range of development densities with a target density across the entire area of approximately 8 lots per
hectare. Comprehensive, permeable lower density style of development incorporating the Mernda
Township which emphasises; subdivision design, interface with surrounding rural areas, retention of
local features, provision of public transport and local services and access to interconnected open space.

Maximum capacity of approximately
10,000 persons over a development
life of approximately 12 years.

Predominantly second and third home
buyers seeking a high quality
environment however emphasis will be
placed upon the provision of a range of
allotment sizes and housing styles.

Currently zoned for urban development.

Local Structure Plan and Overall
Development Plan approved.

Development anticipated to commence
next 1-3 years.

Whittlesea
Township

Combination of residential and rural residential precincts. Small scale integrated expansion of the
Township which builds upon local character. Emphasis on subdivision design to maximise integration
with the existing community. Density target for the residential areas, approximately 10 lots per hectare.

Maximum capacity of 5,000 persons
over indefinite development life
dependent upon growth rates and
resolution of outstanding
infrastructure requirements.

Mixture of first, second and third home
buyers seeking a rural environment with
the convenience of ready access to the
Township.

Currently zoned for urban and rural
residential development.
Local Structure Plan approved.
Various Overall Development Plans
approved or in prep.
Rural residential development underway.

Janefield Comprehensive, permeable style of development which emphasises; subdivision design, interface with
the Plenty Gorge Park, the R&D Park and the commercial areas, provision of student housing, retention
of local features and the provision of public transport, local services and employment opportunities. Site
will be developed with a range of activities but will have the overall goal of achieving the long term
status as a world class technology estate. The estate will endeavour to demonstrate best practice in
architectural and landscape design.

Small component of residential
development (10ha) remainder of site
developed progressively over long
term horizon.

Mixture of first, second and third home
buyers, student housing and those
requiring rental accommodation seeking
a combination of a mixed use
development with significant natural
features incorporated.

Currently zoned to facilitate mixed-use
technology related development.

Development Plan approved.

Epping Bulge
Residential

Range of development densities with a target density across the entire area of approximately 10 lots per
hectare. Comprehensive permeable style of development which emphasises; subdivision design,
provision of public transport and local services, connections to the Epping Township and future
employment areas, interface with adjoining rural land, retention of local features and access to
appropriate open space areas. Central redgum grassy woodland and rocky knolls will form the nucleus of
the open space network.

Maximum capacity of approximately
40,000 persons subject to the
preparation of an appropriate
Strategic Plan and Local Structure
Plan(s). Development life yet to be
determined.

Predominantly first home buyers
however emphasis will be placed upon
the provision of a range of allotment
sizes and housing opportunities.

Currently zoned for rural purposes.
Investigation Area status.
Significant possible addition to future
direction of the growth of the
municipality and Melbourne.
Awaiting resolution of major servicing
issues, preparation of appropriate
Strategic Plan and Local Structure
Plan(s).
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While the City will endeavor to achieve density targets across each of these growth areas it
is essential that each growth area seeks high quality outcomes, incorporate diversity in
allotment sizes and housing and are responsive to local environmental and other land form
characteristics.  Careful attention to these features, in particular existing vegetation such as
mature and younger redgums, and subdivision design will ensure that local identity is
achieved within growth areas.  In this context the City will promote the opportunities
offered within each of its growth areas but far from achieving growth at any cost, the City
will seek quality residential development outcomes.

How will the objective be achieved?

Council’s strategies for achieving the objective are to:

 Support the framework and strategic allocation of growth areas contained within the
Plenty Valley Strategic Plan.

 Support the establishment of Epping North as a complementary growth front.

 Diversify the range of existing and future complementary growth fronts to cater for a
broad range of housing markets by implementing varying densities between growth
areas at Epping, South Morang and Mernda/Doreen.

 Allow the establishment of a range of activities within residential areas only where the
activities serve a local function, do not cause a detrimental impact on residential
amenity and do not increase the potential for inappropriate encroachment of
commercial activities into defined residential areas

 Ensure comprehensive planning is undertaken for new growth areas by introducing and
facilitating a three stage strategic framework for the planning of future growth areas at
South Morang, Mernda/Doreen and Whittlesea Township.

 Ensure that subdivisions are responsive to site characteristics and diversity to meet
needs and create visual interest.

 Plan to create ‘unique’ local identity through the linking of new communities to local
features or focal points including River Redgums in Epping North, South Morang and
Mernda/Doreen, the Quarry Hills in South Morang and the Plenty River in South
Morang and Mernda/Doreen.

What specific actions will be implemented?

Specific actions are to:

 Implement the objectives of the Plenty Valley Strategic Plan and incorporate the plan
into the Whittlesea Planning Scheme.

 Implement the objectives of the South Morang Local Structure Plan, Mernda Local
Structure Plan Part 1 and the Whittlesea Township Local Structure Plan and
incorporate these plans into the Whittlesea Planning Scheme.

 Implement a three staged strategic planning framework for subdivision in
Mernda/Doreen by applying the Incorporated Plan Overlay, Development Plan
Overlay and permit requirements.

 Undertake a strategic planning process for Epping North in accordance with the
Epping Bulge Position Statement prior to considering zoning land in the area for
residential purposes.

 Undertake market and needs analysis as an integral component of the comprehensive
forward planning process for future growth areas at Epping North and within the
Plenty Valley.

 Ensure the retention of River Redgums in new subdivisions by implementing the
‘Redgum Protection Policy’ and applying it to all new subdivisions, which include
development near any existing River Redgum.
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 Oppose inappropriate interim subdivision of land in future growth areas.

 Emphasise the creation of local identity by adopting a variation to uniform density
targets by implementing medium, average and low development densities at South
Morang, Epping North and Mernda / Doreen respectively.

 Ensure diversity in lot size and building form is achieved and subdivision proposals are
responsive to site characteristics by requiring that detailed site analysis procedures are
adopted in accordance with Council’s Subdivision Design Requirements and Site
Analysis Procedures Guidelines for all new residential and industrial subdivisions in
‘in-fill’ locations and growth areas of South Morang, Mernda/Doreen and Epping.

Strategy/Guideline References:

 Epping Bulge Position Statement
 Plenty Valley Strategic Plan
 Subdivision Design Requirements and Site Analysis Procedures Guidelines
 River Redgum Protection Policy and Guidelines
 City of Whittlesea General Plan
 South Morang, Mernda and Whittlesea Township Local Structure Plans
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21.06-2 Managing Urban Growth

Objective:

To effectively manage urban growth in a manner that maximises beneficial
relationships between compatible land uses and which avoids inappropriate
incursions into non-urban or environmentally sensitive areas.

Rapid urban growth requires careful management to ensure that:

 Environmental assets are not lost.
 Non–urban areas are not threatened by uncontrolled or ill–defined limits to urban

expansion.
 Longer term strategic approaches to allocation of land uses are not compromised by

incremental decision making.

Unlike other growth areas, the City of Whittlesea has abundant natural features which
contribute to the definition, character and extent of land reserved to accommodate urban
growth.  Forward planing in association with the Plenty Valley recognised the value of
these assets and advanced the concept of designated growth areas interspersed with ‘non–
urban breaks’.  It is essential that these non–urban breaks are permanently preserved to
maintain the character of the Valley and to contribute to the overall attractiveness of the
City of Whittlesea.

A strategic approach to the allocation of land uses where there are positive synergies
anticipated between land use activities, transport systems and environmental assets
however requires deliberate short term decision making to preserve opportunities for the
future.  In this regard it is critical that the ‘time–lag’ between the establishment of various
land uses and infrastructure be acknowledged to ensure longer term objectives are
achieved.  Within the City of Whittlesea this will entail paying particular attention to
preserving opportunities for light and heavy rail extensions and other forms of public
transport, future roads and higher order land uses such as offices, research and development
enterprises and other forms of employment generating land uses.

Definition and maintenance of the boundaries or limits of urban expansion will also
contribute significantly to the differentiation of growth areas and provide certainty
regarding investment, use and maintenance of properties on the urban-rural fringe.  In this
regard, it is an objective of the City to differentiate growth areas to ensure that choice and
variety is increased.  Also, it is an objective to ensure that all forms of housing development
can be achieved in locations where infrastructure planning can be undertaken effectively
and where any detrimental effects are minimised.

Management of growth pressures in this manner will avoid inappropriate incursions into
non–urban areas which are under intense pressure for rural residential and other types of
subdivision.

How will the objective be achieved?

Council’s strategies for achieving the objective are to:

 Ensure there is an adequate available supply of zoned serviceable residential land to
accommodate future growth at South Morang, Mernda/Doreen and Epping North.

 Increase the potential for long term manageable residential development by
undertaking a strategic land use planning exercise for Epping North.

 Define the extent of existing growth areas through the maintenance of non-urban
breaks between South Morang, Mernda/Doreen and Whittlesea Township which focus
on the Quarry and Whittlesea Hills.

 Define the limits of possible urban expansion in Epping North.
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 Allow interim use of land only where the potential for longer term objectives to be
fulfilled can be demonstrated.

 Oppose incremental expansion into rural and environmentally sensitive areas.

 Pursue urban zonings in Cooper Street and Epping North following resolution of the
Hume Freeway alignment.

What specific actions will be implemented?

Specific actions are to:

 Require land to be set aside for future public transport routes in association with
development of the South Morang Activity Centre.

 Require land to be set aside for the construction of the ultimate alignment of Findon
Road and The Boulevard through the Development Plan process.

 Land which has previously been allocated for long term urban development through
corridor zones is to be zoned Rural in recognition of its general farming and
agricultural use.

 In recognition of identified floodways in existing and future urban areas including the
Cooper Street Precinct and South Morang the Urban Floodway Zone will be applied.

 In recognition of the approved Local Structure Plans for Whittlesea Township and
South Morang and the need to develop detailed plans before subdivision the
Development Plan Overlay will be applied.

Strategy/Guideline References:

 Epping Bulge Position Statement

 Plenty Valley Strategic Plan

 City of Whittlesea General Plan

 South Morang, Mernda and Whittlesea Township Local Structure Plans.
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21.06-3 Housing Provision

Objective:

To promote the establishment of increased diversity and quality in housing provision
to meet the needs of existing and future residents of the City of Whittlesea in a
manner which contributes positively to local character and sense of place.

The City of Whittlesea will continue to attract predominantly young families into the
foreseeable future.  However, as the housing market progressively matures and the needs of
households change there will be increasing demand for more diverse forms of housing.
Provision of diverse forms of housing including medium density unit development,
attached houses, terrace houses, low density housing within planned fully serviced semi
rural environments and variety of forms of tenure as well as size and number of bedrooms
in housing will play a number of vital roles.

Diversity in housing provision offers the opportunity to:

 Meet the needs of a diverse range of existing and future residents.

 Create interest and identity within newly developing and existing urban environments.

 Avoid the ‘sameness’ associated with housing in fringe areas and introduce a more
diverse socio-economic mix of residents within and between growth areas.

 Establish catchments or supporting structures for services and facilities such as public
transport, local community services and retail centres.

 Create opportunities to incorporate local environmental and cultural features.

 Avoid ‘booms and busts’ in servicing predominantly one stage in the family life cycle.

While emphasis in fringe locations is generally placed on incorporation of smaller lots and
various forms of medium density housing, emphasis will also be placed on incorporation of
larger than usual allotments where considered appropriate within the broader context of
growth area planning.  In these instances, the primary objective will be to achieve diversity
in housing provision through planning for an appropriate mix of allotment sizes and
housing opportunities.  Provision of diverse forms of housing within existing urban
environments however, will require careful attention to ensure that proposals are respectful
of existing character and qualities.  Encouraging a diversity of tenures will also require
particular attention.

How will the objective be achieved?

Council’s strategies for achieving the objective are to:

 Complete the City of Whittlesea Housing Strategy and Urban Character Assessment to:

- detail housing needs (existing and future)

- define urban character areas

- identify opportunities for diversity in housing to be introduced within

existing urban areas

- develop clear objectives and initiatives to create character in South

Morang and other infill sites

- encourage high quality architecture and urban design which is

responsive to local characteristics and which contributes to a positive identity
and sense of place

- identify opportunities to increase the provision of affordable housing

options

- identify strategies to address the housing and support needs of
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residents as they age.

 Implement the objectives of the South Morang, Mernda and Whittlesea Township
Local Structure Plans.

What specific actions will be implemented?

Specific actions are to:

 Work with the housing, development real estate industries to identify opportunities for
increasing the diversity of housing in all existing and future residential areas including
Bundoora, Thomastown, Lalor, Epping, Mill Park, South Morang, Mernda/Doreen and
Whittlesea Township.

 Encourage a range of house types and sizes to be constructed in display villages in ‘in-
fill’ residential subdivisions and new estates including South Morang, Mernda/Doreen
and Epping North.

 Prepare descriptions of defined character areas and the features within them for existing
residential areas at Bundoora, Thomastown, Lalor, Epping and Mill Park..

 Explore possible tools for implementing changes identified in the Housing Strategy and
assess the most appropriate ones for particular issues in each neighbourhood or defined
character area. This may include policies, guidelines and local variations to the Good
Design Guide.

 Investigate the requirements of the ‘singles’ housing market, including appropriate
locations, and types of housing with particular emphasis on ‘in-fill’ sites within
Thomastown, Lalor, Epping, Mill Park and South Morang which are close to a range of
services and facilities.

 Explore measures to encourage private investment in rental housing.

 Investigate the range of options available to Council to achieve more low cost housing
in well serviced locations.

 Investigate the opportunities for providing a range of options for older people from
independent living to nursing home care and including support to stay in existing homes.

 Encourage the provision of environmentally sensitive design including energy efficient
housing and underground telecommunications services., facilitating work and business
from home and reducing travel demand.

 Develop an approach to medium density housing which incorporates the relationship
between density, siting, open space (private and public), transport and services by
implementing and supporting the design objectives and criteria of the Good Design
Guide for Medium Density Housing.

 Further investigate the need to accommodate home occupations including internal and
external design and servicing requirements.

 Pursue diversity in allotment size and retention of local environmental and cultural
features by implementing Council’s ‘Subdivision Design – Requirements and Site
Analysis Procedures Guidelines’ and applying the guidelines to all new residential
subdivision applications in ‘in-fill’ locations and growth areas at South Morang,
Mernda/Doreen and Epping North.

 Locate medium density sites and terrace allotments in new subdivisions in proximity to
open space or other local features by applying the objectives and criteria of VicCode 1
and Council's Subdivision Design Guidelines.

 In recognition of land identified for rural residential purposes under the Whittlesea
Township Local Structure Plan the Low Density Residential Zone will be applied.

 In recognition of land identified for residential purposes under the Whittlesea Township
Local Structure Plan the Residential 1 Zone will be applied.

 In recognition of the existing Mernda Township the Township Zone will be applied.
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 In recognition of existing urban residential areas in Lalor, Epping, Thomastown,
Bundoora, Mill Park, South Morang and Whittlesea Township, and future urban
residential areas at South Morang and Mernda/Doreen the Residential 1 Zone will be
applied.

 In recognition of the need to pursue quality design outcomes for development in
Mernda/Doreen the Design and Development Overlay will be applied.

Strategy/Guideline References:

 Plenty Valley Strategic Plan

 City of Whittlesea General Plan

 South Morang, Mernda and Whittlesea Township Local Structure Plans

 The Good Design Guide for Medium Density Housing.

21.06-4 Employment and Economic Development

Objective:

To create a better jobs/housing balance and achieve greater diversity in employment
opportunities.

There is a common perception that that the City of Whittlesea has vast tracts of land
capable of immediately accommodating growth in a variety of employment generating
sectors.  Despite this perception however, the City of Whittlesea is the largest net exporter
of jobs in the north–west region of Melbourne.  In the period between 1991 and 1996 the
total number of jobs within the City actually declined.  Factors contributing to this trend
include a very limited supply of industrial land for purchase or rental and little choice in
terms of location, quality and accommodation type.

The greatest asset of the local economy has traditionally been a strong manufacturing base,
which has focused primarily on the established industrial areas to the south of the
municipality in Thomastown.  These areas have gradually become downgraded and
unsightly over recent years however, and are in need of revitalisation and aesthetic
improvements to assist in maintaining their status as a primary manufacturing employment
base of the region.  Locationally, despite proximity to the northern section of the
Metropolitan Ring Road, the City of Whittlesea does not enjoy the same comparative
advantages in terms of accessibility of other municipalities.  Consequently, in conjunction
with other supply related factors, the City has not attracted the growth rates in employment
generating sectors or the diversity in employment types.

The combined influence of these factors has resulted in a local economy which is over
reliant on traditional manufacturing industries for jobs.  Not only does this make the local
economy susceptible to downturns in the manufacturing sector but it also restricts the
availability of local job opportunities for residents of the municipality.  It is noteworthy in
this context that while diversification of the socio–demographic profile of future residents
is likely, the provision of local job opportunities for these residents will not occur without
direct action.

To redress the apparent imbalance in both the potential to create additional jobs and greater
diversity in employment sectors, the City must focus on strategies which:

 maximise retention of as much of the local resident industrial owner occupier market as
possible in the short term,

 attract the maximum number of local industries to service the growing local population;
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 substantially increase the range and quality of sites and the quality of services to them;

 Optimise the potential of appropriate home based employment; and

 differentiate future large scale industrial estates based on local conditions and other
comparative advantages.

The challenge is to provide sustainable economic development opportunities and support
economic activity which is responsive to the investment and employment needs of the
community, has respect for the environment and is resilient to changes in the economic
climate.

How will the objective be achieved?

Council’s strategies for achieving the objective are to:

 Support the allocation of employment growth opportunities at Thomastown, Epping,
Bundoora and South Morang as shown on the employment areas framework plan.

 Encourage a more equal distribution of employment opportunities and types throughout
the municipality with particular emphasis on South Morang and Epping;

 Progressively increase the supply of land zoned for employment purposes.

 Pursue a greater diversity in economic investment in the municipality by supporting the
following:

- High Technology / Research and Development Industry within the Janefield Site;

- Commercial and industrial development around the Epping Plaza Shopping Centre and
South Morang Activity Centre;

- Employment generating industries within the Cooper Street Precinct;

- Development of site specific employment activities on suitable sites in Rural Areas.

 Ensure that there is a greater supply of serviceable employment land within growth
areas which meets the needs of new industry and the local workforce.

 Provide relevant, high quality physical infrastructure to new industrial development.

 Protect future industrial activity within the Cooper Street Precinct by ensuring that non
industrial land uses that would adversely affect industry viability are discouraged from
encroaching on the area.

 Provide adequate separation and buffer areas between sensitive land uses and offensive
or dangerous industries and extractive industry to ensure that adverse environmental
effects, nuisance or exposure to hazards does not affect existing and future residents.

 Maintain and improve the aesthetic appearance of existing employment areas at
Bundoora, Thomastown and Epping.

 Ensure that all new employment areas have regard to high quality urban and landscape
design and appearance.

 Oppose potential rezoning of land reserved for employment purposes.

 Establish high quality urban and landscape design treatments at major gateways and
along main roads.

 Continue to work with all servicing agencies to resolve issues relating to the provision
of infrastructure within the Cooper Street and Mernda/Doreen growth areas.

 Focus on planning for the concept of integrated business parks in Cooper Street and
Mernda/Doreen.

 Optimise the potential of appropriate home based businesses and telecommuting as key
employment growth sectors.
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What specific actions will be implemented?

Specific actions are to:

 Implement the Cooper Street Precinct Strategy pending the finalisation of the alignment
of the Hume Freeway.

 Following definition of the Hume Freeway alignment review the Cooper Street Precinct
Strategy as required and pursue rezoning of land in accordance with the Strategy.

 Pursue increased setbacks capable of accommodating simple landscape treatments
including grassed mounds and advanced canopy trees on all sites which have frontage
to main roads.

 Support the allocation and location of employment areas nominated on the Plenty
Valley Strategic Plan by:

- applying business zones and overlays which are in keeping with the structure and
intent of the former employment zones; and

- supporting the rezoning of land north of Wilton Vale Road for employment
purposes without the need for an Incorporated Plan provided that a Development
Plan is prepared and servicing is available.

 Allocate any potential spare sewer capacity in the South Morang area to the creation of
an employment/business park in the area north of Wilton Vale Road.

 Pursue an ongoing enforcement programme in all industrial areas to ensure that existing
and new industrial developments are complying with the requirements of the relevant
planning approval, particularly with regard to planting and maintaining landscaping,
screening of storage areas and provision of adequate car parking.

 Apply the existing Industrial Development Guidelines to the assessment of new
developments in industrial areas.

 Undertake a review of the existing Industrial Development Guidelines with a view to
preparing a comprehensive Industrial Development Policy, which incorporates the
overall strategic approach to future industrial areas in the municipality, provides
guidelines for subdivision and outlines specific industrial development guidelines.

 Provide for cost-effective, efficient installation of broadband telecommunications
services to new industrial, commercial and residential development.

 Recognise the presence and importance of river redgums within and near the South
Morang Activity Centre and surrounding employment land by utilising the Vegetation
Protection and Development Plan Overlays.

 Support the establishment of a range of employment generating activities within the
Janefield Site by applying a Special Use Zone which provides scope for a variety of
land uses subject to preparation of a suitable Development Plan for the site.

 Facilitate the development process ahead of demand by co–ordinating the preparation
of Development Plans in consultation with land owners and specialist consultants on
selected sites.

 In recognition of existing industrial areas at Epping, Thomastown, Bundoora, South
Morang and Whittlesea Township the Industrial 1 Zone will be applied.

 Oppose the establishment of unsightly industries and storage yards which are a
disincentive to investment in key employment corridors such as Cooper Street, High
Street and McDonalds Road.
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Strategy/Guideline References:

 Epping Bulge Position Statement
 Plenty Valley Strategic Plan
 Plenty Valley Employment Strategy
 City of Whittlesea General Plan
 South Morang Activity Centre Outline Development Plan
 Janefield Technology Estate Development Plan
 Cooper Street Precinct Strategy
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21.06-5 Activity Centres

Objective:

To define the role and extent of a series of activity centres which establish a focus for
the provision of accessible goods and services, employment generation, community
meeting places and associated land uses.

 The City of Whittlesea retail hierarchy is currently characterised by:

 Substantially higher than average levels of escape expenditure.

 A lack of provision and access to higher order retail centres.

 Low levels of spending in retail centres by non–Whittlesea residents.

 Adequate distribution and proportion of lower order centres for existing population
levels.

 Capacity to support increased amounts of retail floorspace in line with anticipated
population growth.

To redress the spatial imbalance in the provision of higher order centres and to reduce the
level of escape expenditure, the City will focus on strategies which increase the total
amount of retail floorspace commensurate with population growth in accessible locations.
This will involve the progressive consolidation of the Epping Plaza Development and the
establishment of a higher order centre to serve the eastern half of the municipality.  The
preferred site for this centre is the South Morang Activity Centre.

Analysis of statistics regarding the potential to sustain additional retail floorspace (refer
table 3) reveals that there is currently un-met potential for approximately 33,000 square
metres.  The amount of un-met potential then increases in line with additional population
growth over the forecast period.

Table 3: Potential for Additional Retail Floorspace, 1998-2021
1998 2001 2006 2011 2021

Population 109,934 117,421 128,620 142,116 175,000
Average per capita retail provision (m2/cap) 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
Retail floorspace supportable (m2) 219,868 234,842 257,240 284,232 350,000
Escape spending, % 33.3% 30.0% 25.0% 20.0% 20.0%
Escape, spending, m2 73,216 70,453 64,310 56,846 70,000
Floorspace supported by Whittlesea residents, m2 146,652 164,389 192,930 227,386 280,000
Floorspace supported by non-residents, % 16% 17% 20% 20% 20%
Total floorspace supportable in Whittlesea, m2 174,586 198,060 241,163 284,232 350,000
Existing floorspace, m2 141,000 141,000 141,000 141,000 141,000
Additional supportable floorspace, m2 33,586 57,060 100,163 143,232 209,000

Source: Essential Economics Whittlesea Retail Review

Allowing for an additional 20,000 square metres of floorspace to be established within the
Epping Plaza development, the preferred retail hierarchy focuses on the provision of retail
centres to serve anticipated population growth in South Morang and Mernda/Doreen which
are the focus for population growth.

Table 4 presents approved or proposed retail development excluding the South Morang
Activity Centre. According to this analysis there will still be unmet potential for retain
floorspace across the forecast period. This analysis indicates that there is the rationale and
potential to accommodate a large sub-regional centre at south Morang.
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Table 4: Approved or Proposed Retail Development
Planned/approved additional floorspace 2001 2006 2011 2021
Epping Plaza extension 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000
Epping Plaza peripheral sales 10,000 15,000 20,000
Mill Park (Unitex) 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000
Wealthiland Peripheral Sales 4,000 15,000 24,400 24,400
Bunnings Peripheral Sales 9,600 9,600 9,600 9,600
South Morang LSP 1,000 2,500 5,000 10,000
Laurimar Park 1,500 3,000 6,000 10,000
Janefield Technology Park 500 1,500 3,000 3,000
Total Planned or Approved 39,600 64,600 86,000 100,000

Source: Essential Economics Whittlesea Retail Review

Table 5 defines the preferred retail hierarchy for the City of Whittlesea. The locations for
retail activity according to this hierarchy are illustrated in the Activity Centres Framework
Plan.

Aside from providing opportunities for the provision of retail services, activity centres must
incorporate opportunities for the establishment of other forms of employment generating
activities.  This will contribute to lowering of levels of escape expenditure and contribute to
employment generation.  Defined activity centres which are the focus for a range of
shopping, employment and entertainment activities will also reduce potential for
inappropriate incursion of commercial uses which do not serve a local catchment, into
residential areas and increase the potential for integrated public transport provision.

The effectiveness of activity centres in retaining local expenditure, attracting associated
services and increasing local employment should be boosted by ensuring that they and their
trade areas are linked by quality transport and communications infrastructure.

To achieve establishment of two sub-regional centres, one at Epping and the other at South
Morang, there will need to be effective differentiation of the centres.  Local environmental
features and the potential to incorporate public transport provision and development of
adjoining employment areas will distinguish the South Morang Activity Centre site form
the Epping Plaza development.  Careful delineation of the extent of commercial activity
such as bulky goods retailing in association with the Epping Plaza and South Morang sites
will also be required. Consideration of any future expansion of the Epping Plaza
development (in addition to the 20,000 square metres already approved) will be linked to
residential development in the Epping North area.

Table 5: The Whittlesea Retail Hierarchy, 1998 to 2021
1998 2001 2006 2011 2021

m2 % m2 % m2 % m2 % m2 %
SMAC 0 0.0 15,000 7.6 30,000 12.4 50,000 17.6 65,000 18.6
Epping Plaza 31,600 22.4 51,600 26.0 51,600 21.4 51,600 18.1 51,600 14.7
Periph’l sales/other 40,000 28.4 53,600 27.1 74,600 30.9 89,000 31.3 94,000 26.8
Neighbourhood 63,900 45.3 72,060 36.4 78,710 32.6 86,840 30.5 99,900 28.5
Local 5,500 3.9 5,800 2.9 6,250 2.6 6,790 2.4 8,300 2.4
Undistributed 31,200 8.9
Total 141,000 100.0 198,060 100.0 241,160 100.0 284,230 100.0 350,000 100.0

Source: Essential Economics Whittlesea Retail Review

How will the objective be achieved?

Council’s strategies for achieving the objective are to:

 Pursue the establishment of a sub-regional centre at the South Morang Activity Centre
site to service existing and future population in the eastern half of the City.
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 Reduce the amount of escape expenditure by incorporating a range of other employment
and entertainment activities in higher order centres at South Morang and Epping.

 Consolidate the role of the Epping Plaza development by making provision for the
establishment of bulky goods retailing in the immediate vicinity of the site.

 Allocate unmet potential for the provision of retail floorspace in locations which are
accessible to existing and future population and which contribute to or promote
opportunities for employment generation and provision of public transport.

 Differentiate the South Morang Activity Centre by retaining existing vegetation and
progressively implementing measures to create a strong sense of local character.

 Support the strategic allocation of employment nodes indicated on the Plenty Valley
Strategic Plan.

 Limit the extent of commercial incursion into residential and industrial areas by
allocating suitable amounts of industrial and commercial land in appropriate locations.

 Define the extent and preferred locations for the establishment of associated commercial
activities such as bulky goods retailing.

 Support the continued viability of lower order centres.

 Ensure the most effective practical range of transport and telecommunications services
between activity centres and their trade areas.

What specific actions will be implemented?

Specific actions are to:

 In recognition of existing areas used for bulky goods retailing and to consolidate areas
for their future establishment land on the east side of High Street south of Cooper Street
is to be included in the Business 4 Zone.

 Consolidate commercial activity on the Plenty Road frontage of the former La Trobe
Research and Development Estate whilst limiting retail use of the land by applying the
Business 4 Zone.

 Encourage peripheral mixed use activity on the north side of Cooper Street in
association with the Epping Plaza Shopping Centre by applying the Business 3 Zone.

 In recognition of existing retail centres the Business 1 Zone will be applied.

 In recognition of the desire to create a multi-purpose commercial activity centre in
South Morang apply the Business 1 Zone to areas identified as core retail and the
Business 3 Zone to adjacent future employment.

 In recognition of land in the former Latrobe Research and Development Estate which
has not been allocated for residential purposes to be Business 3 Zone.

 Implement the objectives and recommendations of the Bundoora, Lalor and
Thomastown Shopping Centre Masterplans.

 Limit the amount of retail/commercial development on the Janefield Technology Estate
to ensure that services and facilities only serve a local catchment and do not impact
upon the viability of the Bundoora Shopping Centre.

 Pursue rezoning of land to an appropriate business zone to allow the expansion of the
Bundoora Shopping Centre in accordance with the recommendations of the Bundoora
Shopping Centre Masterplan.

 Provide for cost-effective, efficient installation of broadband telecommunications
services to new activity centres and commercial development.
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Strategy/Guideline References:

 Plenty Valley Strategic Plan

 Plenty Valley Employment Strategy

 City of Whittlesea General Plan

 South Morang Activity Centre Outline Development Plan

 Janefield Technology Estate Development Plan

 Bundoora, Lalor and Thomastown Shopping Centre Masterplans

 Whittlesea Retail Review
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21.06-6 Transport and Accessibility

Objective:

To establish an efficient, interconnected (multi modal) transportation system which
increases the level of accessibility and choice within and beyond the City of Whittlesea.

Typical models of fringe growth area planning have often placed little emphasis on
integrated transportation and land use planning outcomes.  The City of Whittlesea will
endeavour to deviate from this situation and promote the progressive establishment of an
integrated transportation system as an integral component of the forward planning process.

The system must provide for effective and efficient movement of people and freight within
and beyond the City and support the establishment of a range of transportation and
movement options including private, public and freight based travel.  Fundamental to the
successful establishment and effectiveness of these diverse modes of travel is the need to
view them as part of an overall transportation system.  In this context, in order for the
transportation system to be successful there must be consideration given to important
elements such as trip origin and destination, land use relationships, access control and the
potential for or need to connect modes of travel.

The need for integrated transportation systems is heightened within the City of Whittlesea
where there is currently a lack of north south road capacity beyond the City and few options
for uninterrupted east west travel.  These capacity restrictions, combined with a desire to
contain and diversify local employment opportunities, contribute to a need to plan for
future employment and residential areas as potential trip origins and destinations within the
overall integrated transportation system.  The important role that transportation systems can
have in contributing to the success of employment and activity centres must also be
recognised throughout the planning process.

At the municipal level there is currently a heavy reliance on the High Street and Plenty
Road corridors which connect the City to the inner suburbs of Melbourne and other major
employment nodes.  Access to and from the City to the east is also constrained by the
Plenty River which borders the municipality.  Access is limited to two river crossings
including Gorge Road and the Ring Road due to the environmental significance and slope
characteristics of the river and Plenty Gorge.  Given the restricted ability to introduce new
river crossings, Gorge Road will require specific consideration to ensure that future options
to increase the capacity and safety of Gorge Road are not lost as development proceeds.

Access to the west is less problematic in terms of alignment options.  However, there are
currently significant capacity problems being experienced along the east–west road network
including McDonalds Road, Cooper Street, Findon Road, Childs Road and McKimmies
Road.  Access to the north of the municipality is provided by Plenty Road/Kinglake
Road/Wallan Road and High Street/Merriang Road.  The reliance on this arterial/main road
network is compounded by poor connectivity within and between the existing suburbs and
employment centres.

The Western Ring Road is and will continue to have a positive impact the ability to move
from the southern parts of the City onto the Metropolitan arterial road network. Of
fundamental concern however is the ability of the internal east–west road network to
support the increased incidence of and need for east–west movements in the future. These
roads will require progressive upgrading to increase capacity as growth and development
proceeds and resolution of their ultimate alignments particularly at their terminus.
Resolution of the Hume Freeway alignment and interchange locations will be a key
determinant in planning for transport systems in Cooper Street and Epping North.

Successful implementation of the system will require land to be set aside in the early stages
of development to provide for long term roads and public transport to be established. This
imperative will apply to all scales of development and is fundamental to the successful
attainment of the transportation network. Provision of public transport is a key municipal
objective.
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Priority actions relating to the transportation network include:

 Extension of the heavy rail from Epping to South Morang including establishment of a
multi modal interchange

 Extension of the light rail from Bundoora to South Morang and beyond

 Extension of Edgars Road to Cooper Street

 Extension of Childs Road west of High Street

 Extension of Dalton Road to McDonalds Road

 Duplication of Cooper Street

 Resolution of the Hume Freeway alignment and interchange locations

 Resolution of the role and ultimate alignment of the E6

 Resolution of a preferred route for east-west travel across the municipality

 Progressive duplication of Plenty Road

 Overall reduction in car based travel

 Increased importance on planning for alternative forms of public and private travel.

The challenge for the future is to provide a framework for improved access within and
beyond the municipality which will support opportunities for residents and businesses and
provide a variety of transportation options.

How will the objective be achieved?

Council’s strategies for achieving the objective are to:

 Advocate greater transport options by reducing dependence on car based transport and
provide improved public transport and pedestrian/cycle options within existing urban
and growth areas of the municipality.

 Improve the level of accessibility to services and facilities within growth areas so that
individual communities are more self sufficient and do not rely on access to existing
services and facilities in existing communities.

 Improve east/west linkages within the municipality by resolving a preferred route and
alignment for a continuous road link.

 Develop a comprehensive and integrated approach to transport for the municipality.

 Reduce dependence on the arterial and main road network by establishing a high level
of connectivity and accessibility for all forms of transport within and between
subdivisions.

 Develop co-ordinated shared road infrastructure priorities with the Vic Roads and the
Department of Infrastructure through the Whittlesea Strategic Transport Infrastructure
Study.

What specific actions will be implemented?

Specific actions are to:

 Identify potential bus routes in all new subdivisions and ensure that the infrastructure
provided, including road pavement widths, is sufficient to accommodate efficient bus
movements and all residents are within suitable walking distance.

 Support the re-introduction of heavy rail between Epping and Whittlesea, and light rail
between Mill Park and South Morang with future planning decisions along the corridor
taking into consideration future light rail and heavy rail infrastructure including new
commercial developments such as the South Morang Activity Centre and residential
development of South Morang.
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 Provide for the re-introduction of heavy rail between Epping and Whittlesea by
providing a suitable Overlay control in the Planning Scheme but recognise the ability of
the corridor to be used in the short term for alternative transport options such as a
cycle/pedestrian path.

 Provide for improved north/south connections by retaining the reservation of the Hume
Freeway and E6 by applying the Public Acquisition Overlay.

 Plan for the ultimate northern alignment of the E6 reservation and possible
establishment of this route as a long term option to alleviate pressure on the High Street
and Plenty Road corridors.

 Resolve the future priorities for inclusion within the arterial road network and
relationship between Findon Road/McDonalds Road and the South Morang Activity
Centre through the Transport Study.

 Provide for improved east/west links by requiring that land be set aside for the possible
widening/duplication of McDonalds Road during the Development Plan process.

 Define an agreed ultimate transportation network in partnership with the Department of
Infrastructure and Vic Roads through the Strategic Transport Infrastructure Study
including future roles and priorities for implementation.

 Establish an equitable distribution of funding for the transportation network through the
Development Plan process and via development contributions.

 Provide for road links to Epping North by requiring that land be set aside for the
possible extension or widening/duplication of O’Herns Road, High Street, Harvest
Home Road, Craigieburn Road and Edgars Road during the forward planning process
associated with Epping North.

 Support the establishment of public transport systems in Mill Park and South Morang by
retaining the light rail reservation along The Boulevard within the South Morang Local
Structure Plan area.

 Plan for the integration of public transport and land uses in South Morang by:

- Resolving the alignment and interchange points for light and heavy rail services in
association with planning for the South Morang Activity Centre and residential areas in
South Morang and Mernda/Doreen.

- Planning for the establishment of a direct public transport corridor along the future
alignment of Ferres Boulevard between the South Morang residential growth area, the
Municipal Offices and the South Morang Activity Centre in association with planning
for the South Morang Activity Centre and residential areas in South Morang.

 Provide for upgrading of Plenty Road by ensuring that future developments within the
Mernda/Doreen area contribute equitably toward the “Plenty Road Duplication Fund”
through development contribution mechanisms in association with the Incorporated Plan
process.

 Maintain efficient functioning of main roads by ensuring there is effective access control
via the use of service roads along main roads or otherwise by limiting the number of
direct access points.

 Improve the appearance and connectivity to main roads by avoiding developments
which ‘back on’ to main roads and by requiring the establishment of service roads or
other means such as parallel access places to achieve frontage treatments.

 Prepare Strategic Planning Statements which summarise the future intentions with
regard to role, access control, need/potential for widening/duplication, abutting land use,
relationship to public transport systems and landscaping/urban design intentions for each
of the key links within the municipal transportation network.

 Implement the recommendations of the Whittlesea Strategic Transport Infrastructure
Study.
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 Reduce the need for and dependence on private car based travel within the Plenty Valley
by focussing on the provision of public transport routes and infrastructure in association
with planning for and development of the South Morang Activity Centre.

 Maintain options for improved east/west connections by resolving the alignment of the
extension of Childs Road west of High Street through the progressive development of
industrial land in the locality.

 Increase the level of accessibility within residential estates by avoiding dead end streets
and by employing grid based design principles.

Strategy/Guideline References:

 Plenty Valley Strategic Plan
 Plenty Valley Employment Strategy
 City of Whittlesea General Plan
 South Morang Activity Centre Outline Development Plan
 Plenty Valley Transport Strategy
 South Morang, Mernda and Local Structure Plans
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21.06-7 Infrastructure Provision

Objective:

To actively pursue resolution of provision of key strategic items of physical
infrastructure for unserviced growth areas and to plan for and identify means to fund
the establishment and maintenance of social and physical infrastructure in a timely
and efficient manner.

The key strategic issue in relation to infrastructure provision within the City of Whittlesea
is sewer capacity.  The Cooper Street Precinct, Epping North and Mernda/Doreen (apart
from Laurimar Park) each require short and longer term servicing strategies to be prepared
and implemented.

In the absence of extension of the North Western Trunk Sewer, the City will play a key role
in the allocation of existing sewer capacity, in consultation with service providers, to allow
development to commence in an integrated and cost effective manner.  To ensure that
longer term strategies are resolved Council will continue to plan for and define
development potential within Cooper Street, Epping North and Mernda/Doreen.  Council’s
‘Wastewater Strategy’ and ‘Epping Bulge (Epping North) Position Statement’ will continue
to provide policy direction and information for prospective developers and service
providers however Council must play an important co–ordinating role between developers,
service providers and other levels of Government.

Rapid urban expansion also requires the provision of a range of other items of physical and
social infrastructure.  This infrastructure must be provided in a timely, efficient and cost
effective manner and which is responsive to the needs of existing and future residents.  The
development contributions framework provides the basis to achieve infrastructure
provision, however, the rationale for and cost apportionment of items of infrastructure must
be clear and able to be documented.

Due to the increasing responsibility of local authorities to gather and administer funds for a
range of items of infrastructure, (including those traditionally funded by the State), it is
essential that mechanisms be progressively developed to define equitable contributions
toward both local and regional infrastructure.

Road network improvements, public transport and the provision of key items of social
infrastructure are considered to be of particular importance in Whittlesea.  Where
appropriate, there will be ongoing links developed between the planning process and the
development contributions framework.

Telecommunications and broadband data capacity needs are growing rapidly, are
considered to be a vital component of plans to support community development, and offer a
potential area of competitive advantage; especially as new technologies appear to be more
readily and cost-effectively introduced into new growth areas.

How will the objective be achieved?

Council’s strategies for achieving the objective are to:

 Investigate all methods of funding for items of infrastructure and select the most
appropriate method.

 Ensure that all new development has arrangements for the provision of physical and
social infrastructure.

 Implement the objectives and recommendations of the City of Whittlesea Development
Contributions Policies for Residential and Non-Residential development.

 Pursue development contributions for road infrastructure improvements, social
infrastructure and other items as appropriate in association with preparation of
Strategic Plans and Incorporated Plans for Epping North and Mernda/Doreen.
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 Progressively determine the need for and extent of benefit for regional contribution
items such as the Plenty Road duplication fund.

 Develop on-going partnerships with the State Government to determine priorities and
funding mechanisms for the provision of key items of infrastructure.

 Ensure that any new development which is proposed to proceed in an ‘out-of-
sequence’ manner contributes proportionately to additional items of infrastructure
brought about or brought forward by needs generated by the development.

 Establish and implement a policy on provision for broadband telecommunication
services for new development and develop guidelines for their implementation.

 Investigate the possibility of pursuing a municipal social infrastructure levy for
redevelopment sites not covered by existing contribution schemes or Development
Contribution Overlays.

 Seek State and Federal Government funding for major infrastructure items such as
public transport.

 Pursue urban rezonings in Cooper Street and Epping North to raise the status of the
area and to provide the impetus for servicing agencies to resolve outstanding servicing
requirements.

What specific actions will be implemented?

Specific actions are to:

 Apply the development contributions specified within the South Morang and Mernda
Local Structure Plans.

 Ensure development contributions are apportioned for major ‘in-fill’ and growth area
development by implementing Council’s Development Contributions Policy and
preparing a Development Contributions Overlay which will apply to employment land
in South Morang and Epping and to the Boral site in McKimmies Road Bundoora.

 Ensure contributions are made for the upgrading of Plenty Road by applying the Plenty
Road Duplication Fund principles and levy to any additional development in
Mernda/Doreen.

 Implement Council Development Contributions Policy by progressively preparing
Development Contributions Plans for sites which will then be included in the
Development Contributions Overlay.

 Monitor development contributions by progressively developing systems to gather,
administer and expend development contributions.

 Examine the requirement for development contributions for major activity centres by
resolving priorities for seeking development contributions from future development at
the South Morang Activity Centre and Epping Plaza sites with particular emphasis on
transport systems.

 Examine funding for infrastructure by preparing guidelines on funding options to be
explored for each category of infrastructure.

 In recognition of existing public utilities and public school sites the Public Use Zone
will be applied.

 In recognition of the need for contributions to infrastructure a Development
Contributions Plan Overlay will be prepared for industrial and employment land at
South Morang and Epping (Warwicks Estate)

Strategy/Guideline References:

 City of Whittlesea Development Contributions Policy

 City of Whittlesea Wastewater Strategy

 City of Whittlesea General Plan
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 South Morang Activity Centre Outline Development Plan

 Plenty Valley Transport Strategy

 South Morang, Mernda and Local Structure Plans

 Epping Bulge Position Statement
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21.06-8 Rural Land Use and Development

Objective:

To define the role and extent of rural areas and to establish a framework for the
consideration of proposals for use and development.

While rural activities and productivity have generally declined in recent years the rural
areas within the City of Whittlesea are a tremendous resource by virtue of their visual
qualities, natural resources and context the provide for the growth area framework.

These areas are under intense pressure to accommodate a range of activities including
additional rural and rural residential style subdivision particularly around the Whittlesea
Township.  The presence of resources such as stone and other material deposits are
plentiful and lead to pressures to allow extractive industry.  One-off industrial uses which
require separation from other land uses but which benefit from easy access to metropolitan
Melbourne are also attracted to the rural areas.

The General Plan recommended that the rural areas undergo a comprehensive review.  This
review is underway.  In the intervening period, prior to finalisation of the review, the city
will adopt a series of strategies to preserve the integrity of the rural areas.

How will the objective be achieved?

Council’s strategies for achieving the objective are to:

 Undertake a comprehensive review of the rural areas.

 Maintain the rural land resource to preserve the opportunity for alternative forms of
agriculture to be established within the rural areas.

 Limit rural residential subdivision to those precincts approved in association with the
Whittlesea Township Local Structure Plan pending completion of the Rural Review.

 Progressively review the performance, supply and demand for rural residential
development in and around the Whittlesea Township.

 Support the creation of low-density style semi-rural allotments in Laurimar Park to
satisfy additional demand for this type of housing.

 Place a moratorium upon consideration of further applications for extractive industry
within the Cooper Street Precinct area and Epping North Strategic Plan area pending
finalisation of the Rural Review, definition of the Hume Freeway alignment and
preparation of the Epping North Strategic Plan.

 Prepare a framework for the consideration of extractive industrial proposals as part of
the Rural Review.

What specific actions will be implemented?

Specific actions are to:

 Recognise the need to maintain the “status quo” in terms of planning scheme controls in
rural areas pending the outcome of the rural areas review by translating former planning
scheme controls and subdivision provisions into the new format scheme.

 Recognise that some employment generating land uses may require a larger rural land
area by nominating a preference for one-off uses to be directed to an area in the north-
western section of the municipality as shown on the rural areas framework plan.

 Define the basic land character areas comprising the Plenty Valley, the Plenty Ranges
and Western Plains as indicated on the rural areas framework plan.

 Implement the objectives and recommendations of the Rural Areas-Siting, Use and
Development Guidelines for all residential development applications in rural areas.
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 Recognise the high value of extractive resources in the rural areas by defining the
extractive resource interest area as shown on the rural land use and development
framework plan.

 Minimise the impacts of inappropriate rural subdivision by utilising the Dwelling
Density and Excisions in Rural Areas Policy as an interim arrangement pending
finalisation of the Rural Review.

 Support the on-going operation of existing extractive industries by including all existing
extractive industrial sites within the Special Use Zone to demote their presence and to
translate former controls to allow their continued operation.

 In recognition of land used for general farming and agricultural purposes the Rural Zone
will be applied.

 In recognition of existing rural living areas the Rural Living Zone will be applied.

 In recognition of the need to control and limit inappropriate rural residential
development in Eden Park, parts of Humevale and Brush Road, Epping the Restructure
Overlay will be applied.

                    Strategy/Guideline References:

 Plenty Valley Strategic Plan

 Dwelling Density and Excisions in Rural Areas Policy

 City of Whittlesea General Plan

 Whittlesea Township Local Structure Plan

 Rural Areas-Siting, Use and Development Guidelines
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21.06-9 Image and Appearance

Objective:

To progressively upgrade the image and appearance of the City of Whittlesea
focussing on retention of local environmental features, landscape qualities and urban
and landscape design improvements

The City of Whittlesea contains many diverse and rich urban and environmental features,
which must be identified, preserved and enhanced in order to retain the character of the
municipality in the face of rapid urban development.

Some of the older and more established parts of the municipality, particularly some of the
industrial estates, have a neglected and untidy appearance, which detracts from the image
of the municipality.  The City of Whittlesea General Plan identified the urgent need to
ensure that new development is more responsive toward incorporating local environmental
features and integrated urban and landscape design.

All forms of development and elements of the rural landscape contribute to what is the
character of the City of Whittlesea.  However, particular emphasis must be placed on image
and amenity improvements in places of business, major gateways and main roads in future
urban areas where quality outcomes are a key objective of the MSS.

Equally,maintenance of the image and amenity that is offered by the areas which have been
excluded from urban development is of vital importance.  Designated non-urban breaks and
visually exposed hilltops and ridgelines are of particular significance in this regard.

How will the objective be achieved?

Council’s strategies for achieving the objective are to:

 Maintain and enhance the rural character of non-urban breaks nominated on the Plenty
Valley Strategic Plan.

 Pursue planning, for and development of an, integrated garden industrial estate in
Cooper Street to upgrade the image and appearance of the western half of the city.

 Determine the boundaries and limits of urban expansion in Epping North.

 Protect and enhance urban and rural waterways and associated open space
opportunities.

 Pay careful attention to scenic quality and landscape sensitivity to ensure that a higher
quality of living is promoted.

 Utilise Council’s Rural Land Use, Siting Use and Development Guidelines to assess
use and development applications within rural or visually sensitive areas.

 Pursue acquisition and development of the Quarry Hills as a regional open space area
in association with the progressive subdivision of land in South Morang.

 Include definition of important view corridors and vistas and additional siting controls
where necessary within the Rural Review.

 Pay careful attention to signage on land or buildings which adjoin or have exposure to
major gateways and important transport corridors to ensure signs enhance the visual
amenity of the area.

 Focus on incorporation of River Redgums and other items of the City’s cultural
heritage to define the character of future development of the South Morang Activity
Centre.

 Require service road treatments or other frontage treatments and substantial landscape
setbacks along main and other significant roads such as McDonalds Road, Cooper
Street and Plenty Road.
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 Adopt lower average development densities in Mernda/Doreen in recognition of local
environmental  values and landscape values to increase opportunities for their
retention and enhancement.

 Discourage visually intrusive industrial uses from locating in the environmentally
sensitive areas where high quality urban and landscape design outcomes are sought in
and around the South Morang Activity Centre.

 Oppose the establishment of unsightly industries in close proximity to major activity
centres and along main roads.

 Encourage less visually intrusive means of telecommunications delivery.

What specific actions will be implemented?

Specific actions are to:

 Identify important flora and fauna to be protected in Epping North by undertaking a
flora and fauna assessment of potential stage one land in Epping North to contribute to
preparation of an Incorporated Plan.

 Improve the appearance of streetscapes in existing urban areas and new growth areas
by preparing and progressively implementing the recommendations of a municipal
Street Tree Masterplan.

 Protect the visual qualities of the Whittlesea Hills and Quarry Hills by limiting
development to below designated height contours and protect significant hill tops in
accordance with the South Morang and Whittlesea Townships Local Structure Plans.

 Improve the appearance of the municipality at its major entrances by preparing
gateway strategies for Cooper Street, Mahoneys Road, Plenty Road and other
important gateways.

 Upgrade the appearance of Lalor, Thomastown and Bundoora Shopping Centre by
progressively implementing the amenity improvement recommendations of the Lalor,
Thomastown and Bundoora Shopping Centre Masterplans.

 Improve the appearance of existing industrial areas in Epping and set high standards
of urban design and visual quality for future employment areas along Cooper Street by
implementing the amenity improvement recommendations, of the Cooper Street
Precinct Strategy.

 Implement Council’s River Redgum Protection Policy and Guidelines in all
subdivisions.

 Provide for underground optical fibre services.

Strategy/Guideline References:

 Plenty Valley Strategic Plan

 Dwelling Density and Excisions in Rural Areas Policy

 City of Whittlesea General Plan

 South Morang, Mernda and Whittlesea Township Local Structure Plans

 Rural Areas-Siting, Use and Development Guidelines

 River Redgum Protection Policy and Guidelines

 Cooper Street Precinct Strategy
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21.06-10 Environmental Assets

Objective:

To identify, permanently preserve and promote opportunities for the enhancement of
local environmental assets which are vital to the maintenance of ecological processes.

Environmental assets within urban and rural areas play a range of vital roles in relation to
‘open space’ provision, habitat and fauna links, visual and landscape relief and in providing
essential life support systems for the survival of human and other species.

The fragile and interrelated nature of natural ecosystems has in the past received
incomplete recognition within the City of Whittlesea.  Planning Scheme controls have
sought to protect individual sites of significance on an isolated basis with little meaningful
recognition of the role of individual sites with a wider land system or catchment.

To redress this situation the City will endeavor to adopt a holistic approach to land
management and recognition of sites of sensitivity within the broader context through the
implementation of planning scheme controls.  Gaining a greater understanding of land
capability and natural systems is an essential component of this process.  Recognition of the
specific characteristics, roles and sensitivity of waterways is critical to gaining this
understanding wherein development impacts must be viewed within the context of the
wider catchment.

How will the objective be achieved?

Council’s strategies for achieving the objective are to:

 Incorporate land capability analysis as part of the Rural Review.

 Define a municipal approach to the treatment of waterways as part of the Rural
Review.

 Avoid inappropriate development within the 1 in 100 year flood plains.

 Define any areas which are liable to erosion, landslip and salinity as part of the Rural
Review.

 Improve the quality of stormwater discharge by ensuring that all proposals comply
with the existing State Environment Protection Policy (Waters of Victoria).

 Ensure that buffers are provided along waterways, wetlands and other environmentally
sensitive areas by applying the environmental significance overlay.

 Place greater emphasis on the recommendation of the NEROC report in considering
applications for use and development.

 Utilise the NEROC report as a basis for the identification of habitat corridors as part of
the Rural Review.

 Support the recommendations and objective of the Local Conservation and Roadside
Management Strategies.

 Implement the recommendation of the adopted Merri and Darebin Creek Concept
Plans or equivalent document.

 Develop guidelines for the control of stormwater and erosion control on building sites
during construction.

 Apply the principles of water sensitive urban design techniques where compatible with
other design objectives.

 Implement the recommendations of the Plenty Gorge Masterplan.

  Consider the cumulative effect of the removal of native vegetation when assessing
applications and where appropriate pursue replacement strategies.
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 Ensure that all areas of remnant vegetation are protected.

What specific actions will be implemented?

Specific actions are to:

 Apply the Environmental Rural Zone to sites formerly zoned for Conservation or
Landscape Interest purposes.

 Extend the coverage of the redgum protection area by applying the Vegetation
Protection Overlay.

 Protect flood plains by applying the Rural Floodway Zone and Rural Floodway
Overlay.

 Apply the Wildlife Management Overlay to high fire risk sites in the Plenty Gorge and
parts of the Plenty Ranges.

 Apply the Environmental Rural Zone to the Cooper Street and Craigieburn Grasslands.

 In recognition of important public parklands the State Forest adjacent Tourourrong
Reservoir and the Plenty Gorge Parklands will be zoned Public Conservation and
Resource Zone.

 In recognition of public open space the Public Park and Recreation Zone will be
applied.

 In recognition of important environmental assets the Eden Hills, Quarry Hills, Redgum
Protection Area, northern reaches of the Plenty River, The Plenty Valley, the
Humevale/Kinglake Area and the Craigieburn Grasslands will be zoned Environmental
Rural Zone.

 In recognition of the environmental qualities and importance of the Merri Creek an
Environmental Significance Overlay will be applied.

 The extent of the Environmental Significance Overlay to be applied to the Merri Creek
will be examined as part of the Rural Areas Review.

 In recognition of the extended significant river redgum grassy woodlands area the
Environmental Significance Overlay will be applied.

 In recognition of the landscape qualities of the Whittlesea Hills and the Quarry Hills
the Significant Landscape Overlay will be applied.

 In recognition of existing River Redgums in future urban areas of Mernda/Doreen and
South Morang the Vegetation Protection Overlay will be applied.

 Implement Council’s River Redgum Protection Policy and Guidelines in all
subdivisions.

 Identify important flora and fauna to be protected in Epping North by undertaking a
flora and fauna assessment of potential stage one land in Epping North to contribute to
preparation of an Incorporated Plan.

 Minimise the problems associated with pest plants and animals in sensitive areas such
as the Plenty Gorge by pursuing the erection of a predator proof fence.

Strategy/Guideline References:

 Plenty Valley Strategic Plan

 City of Whittlesea General Plan

 Local Conservation Strategy

 Rural Areas-Siting, Use and Development Guidelines

 River Redgum Protection Policy and Guidelines
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 Sites of Biological Significance in North East Melbourne, NEROC Report (North
Eastern Region of Councils)

 Remnant Native Grasslands and Grassy Woodlands of the Melbourne Area, An Action
Plan for Conservation based on Biological Values, Department of Conservation and
Environment 1990.

 Ecological Survey Report No.37, Vegetation Survey and Sites of Botanical
Significance in the Plenty Valley Growth Corridor. Department of Conservation and
Environment 1989.

 A study of Vegetation Communities and Sites of Botanical Significance in the Greater
Melbourne Area and Mornington Peninsula, Robinson, R.W. 1993.

 City of Whittlesea Roadside Management Strategy.

 Merri Creek Environs Strategy.

 Plenty Gorge Masterplan.

 Darebin Creek Concept Plan.
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21.06-11 Leisure, Recreation and Tourism

Objective:

To plan for the comprehensive leisure and recreation needs of existing and future
residents and to support the establishment of tourism enterprises that are compatible
with the local environment and pattern of land uses

Open spaces within urban areas offer the opportunity to develop interest and identity and
can contribute significantly to the development of a sense of community through the
provision of a focus for a range of active and passive activities.

Many of the open spaces within the existing urban areas lack the capacity to establish such
a focus due to their insufficient size, location in proximity to transport routes, lack of
surveillance, lack of vegetation or other features to create interest and underdeveloped
sporting facilities in some areas.  Links between open spaces and along watercourses are
also disjointed.

To redress this situation planning for open space networks which incorporate features of
local environmental and cultural significance, such as river redgum trees and aboriginal
artifacts for example, must be undertaken as an integral component of the forward planning
process.  Land for a range of leisure and sporting purposes, to conserve sites of significance
and create identity must be set aside and used to shape the style of future urban areas.
Generally, this will require open space to be provided in excess of the minimum
entitlement.  However, early development of these spaces and preservation of existing
features such as vegetation will contribute significantly to the marketing of new estates in
fringe locations and ensure that the on-going leisure needs of residents are progressively
met.

Despite possessing natural features of metropolitan significance such as the Plenty Gorge,
National Park areas, the Yan Yean Reservoir and open landscape qualities within easy
reach of Melbourne, the City has an underdeveloped tourism industry.  Clearly there is
capacity to further develop local tourism but proposals must be assessed according to one
principle criteria; the extent to which the proposal is compatible with or will enhance local
environmental features, landscape qualities and the pattern of land use.

How will the objective be achieved?

Council’s strategies for achieving the objective are to:

 Implement the objectives and actions of the City of Whittlesea Open Space Strategy
1997.

 Require open space and recreation needs assessments as part of the forward planning
process.

 Implement the open space objectives of the South Morang, Mernda/Doreen and
Whittlesea Township Local Structure Plans.

 Promote local tourism opportunities through the Whittlesea Tourism Register.

 Place greater recognition of the open space values of watercourses such as the Plenty
River and Darebin and Merri Creeks.

What specific actions will be implemented?

Specific actions are to:

 Provide a regional open space network in South Morang by progressively developing
the Quarry Hills as a regional open space area in association with the Plenty Gorge
Parklands.
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 Provide for river parklands with Whittlesea Township by utilising open space cash
contributions obtained from development within the Whittlesea Township to
progressively purchase and develop land for a river park.

 In recognition of land to be acquired by Parks Victoria for the Plenty Gorge Parklands
the Public Acquisition Overlay will be applied.

 In recognition of land used for the Whittlesea Showgrounds the Special Use Zone will
be applied.

Strategy/Guideline References:

 City of Whittlesea General Plan

 Local Conservation Strategy

 City of Whittlesea Open Space Strategy

 Plenty Gorge Masterplan

 Middle Darebin Creek Concept Plan

 Merri Creek Environs Strategy

 River Redgum Protection Policy and Guidelines

 South Morang, Mernda and Whittlesea Township Local Structure Plans
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21.06-12 Heritage and Culture

Objective:

To increase the level of protection for and opportunities for incorporation of the
City’s European and Aboriginal heritage.

The Cultural heritage of existing and past residents contribute greatly to the identity of the
City of Whittlesea.

Examples of the City’s European Heritage are numerous and spread throughout the
municipality, however the prospect of rapid urban expansion and rural industries such as
extractive industry, often threaten the long term retention of these buildings and places.
Items of the City’s Aboriginal heritage are threatened by similar processes.

It is essential that the significance of these heritage buildings places, and artifacts are
documented and measures put in place to ensure they are retained and incorporated within
the development process.  In a similar fashion to local environmental features, culture
heritage offers the opportunity to add identity, interest and diversity to the City of
Whittlesea.

How will the objective be achieved?

Council’s strategies for achieving the objective are to:

 Reaffirm the status and importance of the City of Whittlesea Heritage Study 1990.

 Recognise and incorporate heritage significance as an integral component of all
planning processes.

 Acknowledge and build upon the cultural heritage of residents of the existing urban
areas in contributing to identity of urban areas and local commercial centres such as
Lalor and Thomastown.

 Increase the level and incidence of community consultation in association with
planning processes.

 Promote the cultural heritage of the City of Whittlesea.

What specific actions will be implemented?

Specific actions are to:

 Identify cultural areas by undertaking a cultural mapping exercise for existing urban
areas.

 Protect sites which have a ‘C’ grading as recommended by the Whittlesea Heritage
Study by applying the Heritage Overlay via a separate amendment to the scheme.

 Place increased emphasis on recognition of local heritage and other cultural features in
undertaking site analysis processes in accordance with Council’s ‘Subdivision Design
– Site Analysis Procedures Guidelines’.

 Require developers to undertake a survey for Aboriginal artifacts as a component of
the planning phase for developments particularly in known areas of sensitivity.

 Pursue heritage advice on key applications which involve sites of heritage significance.

 In recognition of existing significant heritage site which have been given an A or B
rating under Council’s Heritage Study the Heritage Overlay will be applied.
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Strategy/Guideline References:

 City of Whittlesea Conservation Strategy

 Local Conservation Strategy

 City of Whittlesea Open Space Strategy


